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Something in the water
Expressing a coastal charm, the
home takes inspiration from its
namesake location.

“The Hamelin Bay is an
authentically Australian coastal
home with a spectacular, visceral
connection to the splendour of the

beach landscape,” he said.
“The design has coastal flavours,
with hints of the sandy dunes
captured in its soft pastel colour
palette tempered with layers of
white.
“The soft green hue of the Linea
weatherboards to the exterior
contrasts subtly against the sandy
tones of the beach-flavoured
Cultured Stone cladding. Coupled
with rendered whites, the
house recites the colours of the
landscaped dunes of Hamelin
Bay. The elevation is poised with
commanding height, and signals
to the visitor something special is
within.”
The home’s interior is bathed in
natural light, streaming through
glazed double-entry doors and a
raking glazed window above.
The height of the porch is
continued through into the entry of
the home, which is bordered by the
minor bedroom wing, activity space
and study.
A generous bathroom services the
minor bedrooms, and is complete
with a full-sized walk-in shower,
bath and wide vanity.
The bedroom adjacent to the porch
has soaring ceilings and enjoys an
expansive corner window.
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At the rear of the home, the master
suite enjoys a private position
and has high, raking ceilings, wide
sliding doors and glazed windows.
A generous dressing room
separates the bedroom from the
ensuite, with the latter offering a
wide vanity benchtop with double
basins and a walk-in shower.
Joining the master suite towards
the back of the home, the principle
living area features a raking ceiling
and highlight windows which
provide a seamless connection to
the outdoors and views reaching
beyond the alfresco.
Overlooking the living and dining
areas, the kitchen is easily the
centrepiece of the home, boasting
a scullery, walk-in pantry and
a detailed island bench with
cabinetry.

Hamelin Bay’s strong connection to
the outdoors.
“It’s a modern-day space capable
of satisfying the ever-changing
requirements of all the individuals
in the family.”
The Hamelin Bay is open for
viewing Saturdays and Sundays
from 12-5pm.
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ADDRESS 3 Winged Road,
Dunsborough
PRICE From $205,320

Mr Kirkovski said the home offered
interior spaces that catered to
family gatherings as well as privacy.

BUILDER WA Country Builders

“The separate theatre room is a
great space when you want to
escape from the hustle and bustle
of the main living areas to watch
the latest episode on Netflix or turn
up those classic tunes,” he said.
“This room can handle them all.

www.wacountrybuilders.com.au

“The theatre also flows to the
outside to further continue The
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The epitome of relaxed and
functional living, The Hamelin
Bay display home by WA Country
Builders has a sweeping floor
plan fit for families.

WA Country Builders Principal
Designer Robert Kirkovski said
it was a home that reminded you
life was meant to be enjoyed and
time with family cherished, easily
accommodating a lifestyle defined
by sun and surf.
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